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The summer heat is definitely on! The
folks at Galvin Green discovered a
way to keep you cool and provide
20+ UV protection. Designed by
and for golfers, Ventil8 garments
are crafted from textile fibers that
draw moisture away from the
body and then disperse it over a large
area to promote rapid evaporation. The
stylish and colorful line features polos,
trousers, shorts, and skorts engineered to
beat the heat.
www.galvingreen.com

Cool Down

Phenomenal
Set for Juniors

Juniors sometimes get
the short end of the
stick when it comes to
quality golf equipment.
TaylorMade Golf’s new
line of junior golf clubs
will have kids improving their
game with an appropriate
set of sticks. The Phenom Junior
club sets are available in two set
configurations; each was designed
for a specific size and age range of
player. Both sets include graphite
shafts that have been flexed for junior
swing speeds.
The K40 line comes in a sixpiece set for golfers ages 5 to 8
that includes a 400cc Titanium
driver, Rescue, 7-iron, SW, putter
and bag at an MSRP of $249.
The K50 comes in an eightpiece set for golfers ranging
from 9 to 12 years old that
includes a 400cc Titanium
driver, fairway wood, Rescue,
7-iron, 9-iron, SW, putter and
bag at an MSRP of $299.
www.taylormadegolf.com

Just In time for summer, Dog & Bone, a smart technology brand
for mobile devices, splashes in with their line of screen-less
waterproof/shockproof cases for the iPhone 6s/6/6s
Plus/6 Plus. With all of the water activities of the summer
season, it makes sense to protect that expensive smart
phone! The cases are available in three colors: Electric
Orange, Blackest Black, and Silvertail. These cases
feature a military-certified rating (MILSTD810G) and the
highest level (IP68) of protection from water and dirt.
$79.99
www.dogandbonecases.com

Dry Idea

The Good Stuff

The man who is the Taylor in Taylormade has introduced his first-ever line of
precision milled wedges. Legendary club designer Harry Taylor’s sleek looking
wedges might just shave a few strokes off your scorecard. Taylor put his
expertise into grinding these wedges to a perfect blend of performance and
precision. The milled face and perfect bounce will promote confidence and
consistency from any lie. They are perfectly weighted and are available in
black and satin finishes. Available lofts are 52, 54, 56, 58, and 60 degrees.
$149.99 - 169.99
www.harrytaylorgolf.com

Knock it Close

Ogio Golf is truly doing something unique
by giving back to veterans through their
Special Ops Collection. The collection
features a variety of bags for travel
designed in a patriotic and military
style. Proceeds are donated to
veteran support programs and
developmental charities to help
former military personnel
transition into civilian
careers.
www.ogio.com

Big Salute

Open your next cold one in style!
Bottle Breacher, a nationally-recognized manufacturer
of bottle openers made from dummy ammunition, put their
best feet forward when they saw organizations and people
in need. The company worked with over 50 different
organizations in 2015 to develop handcrafted 50-caliber
bottle openers made by active duty service members
and veterans. The staff at Bottle Breacher previously used
50-caliber ammunition to defend their country, and now they
use them to provide a unique gift and promotional product for
consumers and businesses.
$10.99 - 49.99
www.bottlebreacher.com

50-caliber Refreshment

